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We demonstrate near-diffraction-limited performance from
a mid-infrared, idler-resonant, fiber-laser-pumped, widely
tunable, picosecond optical parametric oscillator (OPO)
based on orientation-patterned gallium arsenide (OP-GaAs).
The OP-GaAs OPO is synchronously pumped by a picosecond
Tm:fiber master–oscillator-power-amplifier system. An OPO
tuning range of 4394–6102 nm (idler) and 2997–3661 nm
(signal) is achieved, with maximum average powers of 1.18
(idler, 5580 nm) and 0.51 W (signal, 3136 nm). The idler beam
has M 2 values of 1.06 (x-direction) by 1.03 (y-direction).
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Mid-infrared (mid-IR) (2 to 20 μm) tunable ultrafast pulses are
of importance for applications in the area of stand-off chemical
sensing and imaging, because this wavelength range corresponds to the fundamental rotational-vibrational transitions of
numerous molecules [1–6]. Mid-IR sources with wide tuning
capability, a narrow spectral linewidth, high average power,
good beam quality, and a high repetition rate, therefore, are
in demand for such spectroscopic applications. Wide tuning
allows access to the detection of different molecules, whereas
narrow linewidths are important for spectral resolution. High
power improves the signal-to-noise ratio and a high repetition
rate increases the data processing speed. Furthermore, good
beam quality is crucial for remote sensing and imaging, as it
allows a longer measurement distance. Apart from spectroscopic applications, good beam qualities are also of benefit in
material processing and surgery, which require strong focusing
[7,8]. High beam quality is also good for optical fiber integrated
systems such as power delivery and nonlinear optics [9].
Quantum cascade lasers, lead-salt diode lasers, and interband cascade lasers can provide mid-IR and even far-infrared
outputs, but can only produce relatively low peak power and
a limited tuning range from single devices [1,10,11]. Optical
parametric devices, taking advantage of the development
of quasi-phase matching (QPM) crystals such as periodically
poled lithium niobate, orientation-patterned gallium arsenide
0146-9592/19/112744-04 Journal © 2019 Optical Society of America

(OP-GaAs), and orientation-patterned gallium phosphide
(OP-GaP), have also received much attention as mid-IR sources
[1,12]. In particular, OP-GaAs has a broad transparency window
of 0.9–17 μm, a large nonlinear coefficient of 94 pm/V (d 14 ),
and good thermal and mechanical properties [13], but it has to
be pumped by lasers with wavelengths of >1.7 μm due to twophoton absorption at shorter wavelengths [12]. 2 μm thuliumdoped fiber (Tm:fiber) lasers, therefore, are a good candidate for
pumping OP-GaAs-based mid-IR parametric devices [14–19].
In 2017, our group reported a Tm:fiber-laser pumped OPGaAs optical parametric generator (OPG) and optical parametric
amplifier (OPA). The OP-GaAs OPG had a broad tuning range
(2550–2940 nm for the signal and 5800–8300 nm for the idler),
but with a high threshold and limited output power (maximum
260 mW) [14]. The OP-GaAs OPA had a higher output power
of 1.07 (signal) and 0.26 W (idler), but its relatively narrow
wavelength tunability was limited by the seed laser. In our later
work, a new configuration of Tm:fiber-laser pumped cascaded
OP-GaAs OPG-OPA was developed having a tuning capability
covering the whole phase-matched spectrum provided by the
OP-GaAs crystal; however, the output beam qualities were
relatively poor with M 2 ∼ 2.2 (signal) and ∼3.4 (idler) [15].
In contrast to OPGs and OPAs, optical parametric oscillators
(OPOs) can potentially generate high output power, a broad tuning range, and good beam quality simultaneously. However,
typical signal-resonant OPOs provide poor long-wavelength
output beam quality, while idler-resonant OPOs have rarely been
studied and, so far, have only been demonstrated at relatively
short wavelengths in the mid-IR [20–23].
Here we report an idler-resonant, mid-IR, fiber-laserpumped, widely tunable, picosecond, OP-GaAs OPO with neardiffraction-limited idler beam quality and watt-level average
output power. The OP-GaAs OPO was synchronously pumped
by a 2007 nm Tm:fiber master-oscillator-power-amplifier
(MOPA) system generating ∼100 ps duration pulses at a
100 MHz repetition rate. A tuning range of 4394–6102 nm
(idler) and 2997–3661 nm (signal) was demonstrated by
changing the temperature and using different patterning periods of the OP-GaAs crystal. A maximum average power of 1.18
(idler, 5580 nm) and 0.51 W (signal, 3136 nm) was obtained.
The slope efficiencies were 19.6% and 8.6% for the idler and
signal, respectively. The maximum peak powers of the idler and
signal were calculated to be more than 118 (idler) and 51 W
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(signal). The idler beam quality was measured to be M 2x 
1.06 and M 2y  1.03. To the best of our knowledge,
these results represent the first report of an idler-resonant
synchronously fiber-laser-pumped OP-GaAs OPO with neardiffraction-limited beam qualities at idler wavelengths.
The OPO pump system (Tm:fiber MOPA) is shown in
Fig. 1(a), and switched the OP-GaAs OPO configuration is
shown in Fig. 1(b). The pump source was based on a 2007 nm
gain-laser diode (GSLD) seed laser, operating at a repetition
rate of 100 MHz with an average power of ∼100 μW, followed
by four Tm:fiber amplifier stages. Two fiber Bragg gratings
[Fig. 1(a)], with reflective bandwidths of 0.2 and 0.5 nm, combined with two circulators, were used after the first and second
amplifier stages, respectively, to filter and suppress the longitudinal side modes of the GSLD, as well as to remove excess
amplified spontaneous emission. Note that the final linewidth
of the MOPA was governed by these two FBGs, rather than the
seed laser diode. The first and second pre-amplifier stages were
core-pumped by erbium/ytterbium co-doped fiber lasers at
1564 nm with pump powers of 0.8 and 3 W, respectively.
A 16 m long Tm:fiber (OFS TmDF200) and a 2 m-long homemade Tm:fiber (8.5 μm core, 100 μm cladding, NA  0.2)
were employed as gain fibers to increase the output power to
39 and 170 mW for the first and second amplifier stages. Due
to the spectral filtering by the FBGs and the losses of optical
elements such as circulators (3 dB), only 2 and 44 mW of
power were launched into the second and third pre-amplifier
stages, respectively. The third pre-amplifier used a 4 m long
Tm:fiber (Nufern, PM-TDF-10P/130-HE) cladding-pumped
by a 792 nm laser diode and provided an output power of
200 mW at the operational pump power of 1.4 W. Isolators
[not shown in Fig. 1(a)] were placed after the GSLD and each
amplifier stage in order to avoid back reflections. The power
amplifier consisted of a 2.5 m long polarization-maintaining
25 μm core Tm:fiber [Fig. 1(a), Nufern, PLMA-TDF-25P/
400-HE] pumped by two 791 nm laser diodes with a total
pump power of 43 W, providing an output signal power of
15 W. The output beam was linearly polarized and had a spatial

Fig. 1. (a) Thulium-doped fiber MOPA system. LD, laser diode;
FBG, fiber Bragg grating; Tm:fiber, thulium-doped fiber. (b) OPGaAs OPO experimental setup. HWP, half-wave plate; PBS, polarizing beam splitter; M1, M2, mirror 1,2; DM, dichroic mirror; LPF,
long-pass filter.
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beam quality of M 2  1.5. An 8 deg angled endcap was spliced
to the end of the Tm:fiber to enlarge the beam diameter at the
air-glass interface to avoid potential optical damage, as well as
to inhibit backward reflection of light coupled back into the
amplifier. The output spectrum did not suffer any significant
nonlinear broadening in the amplifier fibers, and the 3 dB
bandwidth was measured to be 0.2 nm (0.5 cm−1 ). This is well
within the calculated OP-GaAs pump acceptance bandwidth
(∼1.3 nm) based on Sellmeier data of GaAs [24]. Because of
the many optical elements between the pump system [Fig. 1(a)]
and the OPO cavity [Fig. 1(b)], the maximum available pump
power immediately before the crystal for the OPO was 11 W.
Two half-wave plates (HWP1, 2), combined with a polarizing
beam splitter were used to control both the pump power and the
rotation of the linear polarization incident onto the crystal. To
realize maximal quasi-phase matching in OP-GaAs, the polarization direction was aligned along the [111] crystallographic
axis. The OP-GaAs crystal (BAE Systems) had periods of 57–
65 μm, with a step of 2 μm. Each channel had dimensions of
20 mm length (along [11̄0]), 1 mm thickness (along [001]),
and 5 mm width (along [110]). The OP-GaAs was mounted
in an oven to allow temperature tuning from 20°C to 200°C.
Both end facets of the OP-GaAs were anti-reflection (AR) coated
at the pump (R < 1%), idler (R < 1.5%), and signal (R < 5%)
wavelengths. The OPO cavity consisted of two plane-concave
dielectric-coated mirrors (M1, M2, Fig. 1, radius of curvature
= 250 mm), and four plane-plane gold-coated mirrors. The
plane-concave mirrors were AR coated at the pump wavelength
(R < 2%) and high-reflection (HR) coated at idler wavelengths
(R > 99.5%). The plane-concave mirror coatings were not specifically designed for the signal wavelengths, which led to a variation in reflectivity of 1–70% over the entire signal wavelength
range. The total optical cavity length was set to 3 m to match the
pump repetition rate of 100 MHz, so as to achieve a synchronously pumped ring resonator. The OP-GaAs crystal was placed
in the middle of two plane-concave mirrors, which were separated by 276 mm. The cavity mode of the idler beam was calculated to have a beam waist of 90–110 μm inside the crystal,
depending on the idler wavelength. In order to match the cavity
modes; the pump beam was focused into the OP-GaAs by a
coated CaF2 lens (f  250 mm) with a beam waist of
100 μm (x direction) and 80 μm (y direction) (1∕e 2 radius of
intensity) due to the slightly elliptical shaped pump beam caused
by the angled output facet. Thus, the pump and idler beam were
both spatially and temporally overlapped inside the crystal. The
idler output was extracted using a coated calcium fluoride beam
splitter (BS, Fig. 1, BSW511R, Thorlabs) with a reflectivity of
∼24–35% over the idler wavelength range. With the pump
polarization set to the [111] crystallographic axis, the output
idler is expected to have the same polarization direction in
order to obtain the maximum gain [25]. The idler power was
measured after a long-pass filter [LPF, Fig. 1(b)], which had
a short-wavelength cutoff at 4.5 μm. The signal beam was partially extracted from the cavity through M2 and with the aid of
two dichroic mirrors [DM1, DM2, Fig. 1(b)] to separate it from
the residual pump light.
At a pump power of 11 W, a maximum idler average power
of 1.18 W was obtained from the 59 μm OP-GaAs working
period at an oven temperature of 80°C. Under the same operating conditions, slightly lower maximum idler output powers of
1.1 and 0.8 W were obtained from the 57 and 61 μm OP-GaAs
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working periods, respectively. We attribute this to the associated
changes in the cavity mode and the lower idler quantum efficiency over the different wavelengths. Figure 2 shows the idler
and signal output powers working with 59 μm OP-GaAs period
at a temperature of 80°C with the idler and signal wavelengths of
5580 and 3136 nm. An oscillation threshold of 5 W was observed corresponding to a pump intensity of ∼2.5 MW∕cm2
(theoretical threshold intensity ∼1 MW∕cm2 [26]). An idler
slope efficiency of 19.6% and a maximum optical-to-optical
conversion efficiency of 10.7% were observed without any
roll-off phenomenon, meaning the OPO output power was primarily limited by the available pump power. The signal output
from DM2 was measured and is plotted in Fig. 2 (left) with a
maximum output power and slope efficiency of 0.51 W and
8.6%, respectively. Taking into consideration all of the output
mirror losses (76%), the generated signal power from the crystal
was calculated to be ∼1.96 W. Unfortunately, we were unable
to directly measure the duration of the signal and idler pulses due
to a lack of suitable characterization equipment; however, the
signal and idler pulses are generally expected to be shorter than
the pump pulses in the OPA due to nonlinear gain narrowing
effects [27]. Consequently, we infer that the peak powers of the
generated idler and signal pulses are at least 118 and 51 W, respectively [i.e., higher than the values calculated assuming that
the signal and idler pulses have the same pulse duration as the
pump (100 ps)]. The operation of the Tm:fiber MOPA system
and OPO was reasonably stable over time. We measured a <3%
drift in the pump power and ∼8% in the OPO output power
over a period of about 30 min. The larger drift on the OPO output was due to drift in the OPO cavity alignment, and this was
readily corrected by mechanical retuning of the cavity mirrors.
Tunability was studied by using different OP-GaAs grating
periods and oven temperatures. The idler and signal wavelengths
could be tuned from 4394–6102 nm (idler) and 2997–3661 nm
(signal), as shown in Fig. 3. The signal and idler spectra were
characterized by an optical spectrum analyzer (Bristol
Instruments 771 series, 0.1 nm resolution) and a monochromator (Bentham TMc300, 0.3 nm resolution), respectively. A
typical spectral linewidth of 14 (4.5 cm−1 ) and 1 nm (1.0 cm−1 )

Fig. 2. (Left): idler (5580 nm) and signal (3136 nm) output power
as a function of the pump power from the OPO. The squares and
triangles are measured data points, and the solid lines are linear fits.
(Right): idler power conversion efficiency versus the pump power. The
solid line is purely to guide the eye.
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Fig. 3. Measured OPO (a) signal and (b) idler spectra and their
corresponding working crystal periods.

were observed for the generated idler and signal, respectively.
The OPO was operated with three different OP-GaAs periods
of 57, 59, and 61 μm, but did not work with periods of 63 and
65 μm. With OP-GaAs periods of 63 and 65 μm, the OPO idler
wavelength should be able to reach ∼7 μm, with corresponding
signal wavelengths as short as ∼2.8 μm. We believe it was not
possible to reach a threshold for these wavelengths due to the
higher losses associated with the crystal AR coatings (R  90%
at 7 μm), the plane-concave mirror coatings (R  88% at 7 μm),
and the BS coating (1% absorption at 7 μm). We have selected to
design this particular OPO to work at around 6 μm as a potential
source for supercontinuum generation in chalcogenide optical
fibers. This application also requires a good beam quality as
is addressed in the next section.
The OPO signal [Fig. 4(a)] and idler [Fig. 4(b)] beam quality was characterized by using a pyroelectric scanning profiler
(NanoScan, Photon). At the maximum output power, the idler
beam quality was measured to be M 2x  1.06 and M 2y  1.03
due to the spatial control imposed by the idler-resonant OPO

Fig. 4. OP-GaAs OPO (a) idler (5580 nm) and (b) signal
(3136 nm) beam qualities.
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Fig. 5. Idler average output power versus the angle of pump polarization. The blue line is the OP-GaAs crystal axis.
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